Obstruction Evaluation Services
We focus on paperwork so you can focus on networks.

Non-compliance with FAA structure notification is becoming more expensive every day. With regulators stepping up enforcement, now is the time to ensure that every site you own, co-locate on, manage, or acquire is fully compliant.

Your requirements
Structures that require FAA notice also may require FCC registration prior to starting construction. Each project you undertake requires analysis and documentation, and might include pitfalls like multiple applications, delays and frustration. The FAA and FCC also require notice of changes in ownership, dismantlement—even changes in your contact information.

Your resources
Jeppesen understands that, with the bottom line in mind, committing your already-dedicated resources to compliance is either impossible, may cause delays in your build-out, or can leave you open to enforcement action.

Our products and services
With our expertise, we help you avoid time-consuming tasks like registration paperwork and project tracking, while saving you both time and expense. You can rely on our proven processes to ensure compliance with all agencies.

FCC structure registration
Jeppesen performs your initial structure registration, and provides any required construction notification to the FCC, even if the structure already exists.

FAA compliance services
Jeppesen studies your specific site or proposed location and provides a quad chart or a 1 NM up to 2 NM search area chart. We will complete, file and track FAA forms 7460-1 and supplemental form 7460-2, Part 1 and 2, if required. We consider in our reports VFR flight operations, private-use airports, AM broadcast stations, and possible electromagnetic interference effects (EMI) on navigation aids (NAVAIDs). We provide solutions to any problem areas in a summary of options and recommendations for each site.

FAA and FCC structure modifications
Jeppesen handles your required FAA and FCC follow-up notices—for one site or your entire portfolio.

Document and data management
We manage the compliance application process plus all paperwork and data tracking that go along with it. Jeppesen guides you around avoidable delays, provides complete documentation and ensures you never lose sites because of missed deadlines.

Learn more about what we offer.
For more information, please email sales.gma@jeppesen.com